
Hot Dang Hot Wheelin’ and Office Chair 
Olympics 

Aka- A Physics Lab with Sara & Jeff 

  
Purpose: To observe and graphically study various types of motion. 
Learning Targets: 
·  I can observe, explain, and predict natural phenomena governed by Newton’s 
laws of motion 
·  I can gather, analyze, and interpret data and create graphs regarding position, 
velocity, and acceleration of moving objects 

  
Procedures: 
1.)       In two class groups, determine the length of the { l o n g } 
side of the gym. Mark off each side in intervals that you decide 
upon (ex: 2 meters, 5 meters, etc.). Remember… the more data, the 
better! Make the halfway point very obvious 
  
2.)       In groups of 5, you will stand on given intervals with timers. 
Use iPhones or watches. You will be testing the velocities of 
various forms of motion. You must test the velocities of the 
following: 
                                             i.  HotWheels Car #1 (noisy one) 
                                          ii.  HotWheels Car #1 (monster truck) 
                                        iii.  Person on a rolling chair (wear a helmet, 
please) 
                                         iv.  Person who walks, then immediately 
SPRINTS HARD at the halfway point of the gym 
                                            v.  Person who jogs the entire length 
                                         vi.  ONE OF YOUR OWN IDEAS. Specify 
what it is (ex: person hopping on one foot, rolling a soccer ball, etc.) 
3.)       Create a table for each trial that will allow you to record 
interval distance, time for each interval, and the average velocity 



for each interval 
(Calculate each interval average velocity by dividing the interval 
distance by the interval time and record in your table). 
  
(ex: HotWheels Car #1) 

Time (s)  Displacement (m)  Velocity (m/s) 

Os  0m  0m/s 

2s  2m  1m/s 

4s  6m  0.67m/s 

etc.  etc.  etc. 

     

  
  

4.)       For each table, you’ll make 2 graphs to visualize your data 
(divide these up amongst your group): 
a.   On the first one, plot distance on the y-axis and time on the 
x-axis. Plug in your values for each set of data. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
b.  On the second graph, plot velocity on the y-axis and time on 
the x-axis. Plug in your values for each set of data 
  
  
  
  



BRAIN TIME! 
ENOUGH OF THIS MINDLESS CRUNCHING OF NUMBERS! WHAT 
DOES IT ALL MEAN!? 
 
BUT SERIOUSLY, WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN? 
 
Pick two distinctly different graphs and compare them. What 
accounts for these differences? How can we use these 
differences? If you were designing a car, what factors would you 
need to consider? How could you use this information to build 
your own car? Be specific!!  
 


